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Friday 10:00 - 17:00

Description
We are currently in the final stages of launching an e-commerce platform which will cater for the tourism industry in UK,
Italy, Poland and Malta, in a 5 years plan. This project offers accommodation, transport and recreational solutions to
travellers who seek these same options when traveling to a specific country either for work or on holiday. This will work
by asking the customer what budget he has in mind, the dates and location where he wished to travel. If the said
location is listed with our platform, we will provided multiple packages where the user can choose type of
accommodation (hotel, B&B on a boat or any other holiday furnished premises), transportation (cab or car hire) and
recreational facilities such as booking a table at a restaurant, boat trips, a tuk-tuk and also a viewing of a property. The
user will only have to choose a specific package, register and settle payment.
Organization Type
Other,
Email
info.emconsulta@gmail.com
Country
Malta
City
Victoria, Garage No2, Enrico Mizzi Street, Victoria, VCT2017 Google map
Idea

Selling Accommodation, transport and catering services on our e-commerce platform

We are currently in the final stages of launching an e-commerce platform which will cater for the tourism industry in UK,
Italy, Poland and Malta, in a 5 years plan.

This project offers accommodation, transport and recreational solutions to travellers who seek these same options
when traveling to a specific country either for work or on holiday.

This will work by asking the customer what budget he has in mind, the dates and location where he wished to travel. If
the said location is listed with our platform, we will provided multiple packages where the user can choose type of
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accommodation (hotel, B&B on a boat or any other holiday furnished premises), transportation (cab or car hire) and
recreational facilities such as booking a table at a restaurant, boat trips, a tuk-tuk and also a viewing of a property.

The user will only have to choose a specific package, register and settle payment.

We are seeking partners from a number of countries in order register businesses on our platform

Cooperation Offered

Sales/Distribution1.

Cooperation Requested

Consulting/Support1.


